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BINOMIAL ENUMERATION ON DISSECTS
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MICHAEL HENLE

ABSTRACT.   The Mullin-Rota theory of binomial enumeration is general-

ized to an abstract context and applied to rook polynomials, order invariants of

posets, Tutte invariants of combinatorial geometries, cycle indices and symmetric

functions.

1. Introduction.  In [10] Mullin and Rota discuss polynomial sequences

{Pol °f binomial type, that is satisfying the identity

(i-i) p„(* + y) = £ (£)p*(*)p« -*O0

for all nonnegative integers n, x, and y. Given such a sequence, Mullin and Rota

define a family of differential operators on the vector space of polynomials, prove

a series of expansion and isomorphism theorems, and apply these to the proof of

identities and the solution of combinatorial problems.  Identities like (1) abound

in combinatorics. For example, rook polynomials, symmetric polynomials and the

cycle indices of permutation groups all satisfy similar identities. In this paper we

generalize the ideas of Mullin and Rota to apply to these other identities.  Many

of the results generalize easily, the proofs being modeled on those of [10] or the

paper of Garsia [5]. Applications include many classical results. Rather than pro-

vide new results on specific problems, the object of this paper is to show that the

idea of binomial enumeration unifies a large portion of enumerative combinatorics.

The principal tool is the category of dissects first introduced in [7].   §2 of /

the present paper gives the necessary background on dissects. The definitions

given in this section differ from those in [7] in some small ways.   §§3, 4, and 5

contain the theory of binomial enumeration together with applications.  We have

reserved the theory of symmetric functions for separate treatment in § §6,7, and 8.

We wish to stress the debt this paper owes to that of Mullin and Rota and to

the later paper of Rota [14]. Our contribution is in showing how widely applicable

their ideas are.
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2. Dissects.

Definition 1. Let S be a set whose elements x may be taken apart or

dissected according to some principle or other. We symbolize this by x —* a © b,

indicating x is dissected into the elements a  and b  of S in that order.  Each

such dissection is given a multiplicity or incidence coefficient m[axb]   from the

real numbers. We set m[axb] = 0 incase x -h a © b so that m  is defined

on the whole cartesian product S x S x S. The pair (S, m) is called a dissect

if (a) m[axb]   for given x  is zero for all but a finite number of pairs (a, b) and

given a and  b  is zero for all but a finite number of x, and (b) for all x, a, b,

c G S,

(A)     z 4*14/1= £ 4 *14 \1
yes       Ia   yj     U>    CJ        zes      U    CJ    L«    ôJ

The quantity given in (A) is called the multinomial incidence coefficient of the

trisection x -* a © b © c, and is written m[a b c]. Continuing we may define

m[a bxc d] and so forth.  It frequently occurs that the incidence coefficients take

only the values zero and one. They are then completely determined by the dis-

sections x —* a © b.   We refer to these as the usual incidence coefficients on S.

A dissect (S, m) has an identity  e if mL/g] = m[xx] = 1  for all x S S,

but all other incidence coefficients involving e are zero.

Examples of dissects. (1) The set  Z of nonnegative integers is a dis-

sect with dissections x —* k @ x - k for 0 < & < x  The usual incidence

coefficients are then s[axb] = 8X a+b. We can also choose the incidence coeffi-

cients  b[axb] = (x)s[axb]. The identity (A)  reduces in this case to the familiar

identity  (¿¡X^) = (£)(«-*)• The multinomial incidence coefficients, b[ab c],

and so forth, are the usual multinomial coefficients.  Zero is an identity for  Z

with either s or b  as incidence coefficients.

The incidence coefficients e[axb] = b[x_a x-ba + b-x] are °luite different.

Here e[xb\  counts the number of ways of choosing subsets of cardinalities a

and b from a set of x elements so as tb exhaust the set.  In this case we have

jc -» a © b whenever a, b < x < a + b.  The multinomial incidence coefficient

e[a b c]   counts the number of ways of choosing three subsets of cardinalities

a, b and c in order to exhaust a set of cardinality x  The identity (A) says

this number can be obtained by first choosing sets of cardinalities  a and y to

exhaust the set of x elements, and then choosing subsets of b and c elements

to exhaust the set of y elements; or by first choosing sets of z and c elements

to exhaust the set of x elements, and then choosing subsets of a and b ele-

ments to exhaust the set of z elements.  The dissect  (Z, e) has no identity.

(2) Chessboards.   Let  B  be the set of all finite subsets of a doubly infinite

chessboard.   For B, Bt, B2   in B  set B —► Bx © B2  when B is the union
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of 2?j   and B2  and 2?x   and B2  have no elements common to a single row or

column. Then  B is a dissect with the usual incidence coefficients. The empty

chessboard acts as an identity.

(3) Posets.   Let  P be the set of all finite partially ordered sets where we

identify isomorphic partially ordered sets.  Let s [respectively s']   denote the

usual incidence coefficients when we define P —► Pl © P2  for P, P1, P2  in P

to mean P = Pl + P2, the direct sum of Pl   and P2 [respectively P = P^IP2,

the ordinal sum of Pt   and P2]. The direct sum is defined by taking the union

of Pl   and P2  and no relations between the two sets; the ordinal sum is also

defined by taking the union but setting pj > p2  for all pl S P¡   and p2 S P2.

Both (P, s) and (P, s') are dissects for which the empty poset acts as an identity.

(4) Combinatorial geometry.   Let  C be the dissect of all combinatorial

pregeometries with the usual incidence coefficients defined by setting G —* Gt

© G2 whenever G  is the direct sum of Gx   and G2. We refer the interested

reader to [2] for a summary of the theory of combinatorial geometry.

(5) Permutation groups.   Let  G be the dissect of all groups of permutations

acting on finite sets.  For G G G, we will write SG   for the set upon which G

acts. We identify groups which are isomorphic as permutation groups; that is, for

which the sets on which the groups act can be put into one-to-one correspondence

inducing an isomorphism of the groups. Define G —* Gx © G2  whenever  G

is the usual direct sum of G1   and G2   in the sense of permutation groups; that

is, the group G  is the direct sum of the groups Gj   and G2  acting in the

obvious way on the disjoint union of SG    and SG . An identity is supplied by

allowing G  to contain the trivial group acting on the empty set.

(6) Any set  S  becomes a dissect upon defining the trivial incidence coeffi-

cients p[axb ]   to be one, when x = a — b, and zero otherwise.

Definition 2. Let  (S, m) be a dissect. Define I*(S, m) [/(S, m)]   as

the set of all real-valued functions on S   [which are zero at all but a finite num-

ber of points of S].  Both I*(S,m) and I(S, m) are algebras with convolution

multiplication defined by

/**(*)=   £   4 *,]/(«)*(*)•
a, bes      Ia    bJ

These are the incidence algebras of the dissect S (see [7] for the connection

with the classical incidence algebras of [18]). When no confusion can result we

omit explicit mention of the incidence coefficients. At times this is not possible.

For example 7*(Z, s) is isomorphic to the algebra of formal power series, while

/*(Z, b) is isomorphic to the algebra of exponential generating functions. Note

that 7*(S, p), where p are trivial incidence coefficients, is the algebra of point-

wise multiplication of functions on  S.
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Definition 3.  Let (S, m), (T, ri) be dissects. A morphism [*morphism]

from (S, m) to  (T, «) is a real-valued function p  defined on  S x T and

satisfying (a) for all x, y G S, a G T.

(B)) Z   m\  Z lpfe a) =    Z     „I    a   ]p(x, ¿OpO, c);

(b) for a G T, p(x à) is zero for all but a finite number of x G S.   [(b*)  for

je G S, p(x a) is zero for all but a finite number of a G T.]   Let  (V, r) be a

third dissect, and q: (T, n) —* (V, r) a second morphism [*morphism]. The

composition of p  and q  is defined by

(q ° p)(x «) =    Z    P(X «)q(a, «),      * G S, u G V.
OST

The reader who is unhappy that morphisms in the category of dissects are not

functions from  S to T  should consult [7] where an account is given of the

genesis of these definitions, and should verify that composition is well defined,

that q » p is a morphism   [*morphism]   from (S, m) to  (V, r) and that

either notion (morphism or *morphism) makes dissects a category. The identity

in either case on (S, m) is the Kronecker delta, ¿>(x y), which is one iî x = y,

zero otherwise.

Given a morphism   [*morphism] p(S, m) —*• (T, ri), we define an algebra

morphism p: /(T, ri) -* /(S, m) [p: /*(T, ri) -* 7*(S, m)]   by setting

p/(*)=   E    p(x,a)f(a),      xGS,
aeT

for /G I(J, ri) [/*(T, «)]. No confusion results from using the same letter for

the dissect and algebra morphisms. We also use the notation pa  for the particu-

lar function pa(x) = p(x a) in I(S) [/*(S)]. This definition makes I(S)

[I*(S)]   a contra variant functor. When we speak of the range of p we always

mean the range of the induced algebra morphism. Also when we refer to  p as a

monomorphism we mean the algebra morphism.  In this case the elements {pa,

a G T}  form a basis for the range of p.  In a sense we are simply studying the

algebra I(S) or 7*(S) with a distinguished basis. More poetically, we regard

our subject as the interplay between combinatorics and algebra that results when

a distinguished basis is used.

The identity (B) is our generalization of (1.1).  In most applications, how-

ever, neither condition (b) nor (b*) of Definition 3 is satisfied, so we require the

following more general notion.

Definition 4. A morph p  from the dissect  (S, m) to the dissect  (T, ri)

is a real-valued function p  defined on S x T and satisfying condition (a) of
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Definition 3. We cannot define composition for morphs, but the induced map  p

exists as an algebra morphism from 1(1) to /*(S).

Examples. (1) Counting functions and compositions.  A polynomial

sequence of binomial type is a sequence {pn} of polynomials which defines a

morph from (Z, s) to (Z, b), and for which pn  is of degree n exactly. These

sequences, as explained in [10], tend to count classes of functions from a set of

«  elements to a set of x elements. The sequence dn = x"  counts the class of

all such functions. For further examples one should consult [10].

Morphs from (Z, s) to  (Z, s) are also of interest. They tend to count

compositions instead of functions. Thus a(x, ri) = (* + £-1)  counts all composi-

tions of n into x parts, and b(x, ri) = (*) counts compositions using only

zeros and ones. The identity (B) takes the form

n

(2.1) b(x + y, ri) =   Z    b(x *)b(>-, n-k)
k=0

reflecting the obvious way compositions into x + y parts decompose into com-

positions using x parts and y parts, b is a *morphism, in fact a *automor-

phism.  b_1(x ri) = (- IY + "(X). This inversion of b  is an expression of the

well-known orthogonality relation

Morphisms are easily found by counting compositions from which zero parts are

excluded. For example  c(x ri) = ("Z\) counts all such compositions and

f(x n) = („ïx) counts compositions using only ones and twos.

We obtain morphs from  (Z, s)  to  (Z, e)  by counting classes of functions

from a set X of x  elements onto a set N of n elements.  Let G(X, N)

stand for the class of all such functions,and set g(x, ri) = \G(X, N)\.  Letting

X © Y stand for the disjoint union of X and   Y, we note that every / G

G(X © Y, N) when restricted to  X is onto a unique subset H ÇN, and simi-

larly / restricted to   Y is onto a set K ÇN so that H U K = N.  Conversely

any pair of functions, one from G(X, H) and one from G(Y, K), may be pieced

together to form a function in G{X © Y, N).  Symbolically

G(X © Y, N) = S G(X, H) ® G(Y, K),
H,KCN;HVK=N

where  ® stands for the operation of piecing functions together. Passing to cardi-

nalities,

g(x + y, n)=   Z   e\  " J g(x h)g(y, k).
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(2) Rook polynomials.   For B G B, n G Z, we define r(B, ri) as the num-

ber of ways of placing n rooks on the board B without any two rooks attacking

each other. These are the numbers used as coefficients in the classical rook poly-

nomials (see [13, p. 165]). They satisfy the identity

(2.3) r(A! © B2, ri) -   Z    <Bn k>(B2> « - *>•
fc=0

In other words r  is a *morphism from  (B, s) to  (Z, s).

(3) Order polynomials.   There exists a great profusion of morphs defined on

P.  For example, the number of chains in a poset and the number of antichains

each defines a morph from P to  (Z, s); the first with respect to the incidence

coefficients s'  on  P, the second with respect to the incidence coefficients s.   We

collect these and similar examples into a single morph by defining }(P, Q) for P,

Q G P to be the number of ways the poset  Q may be embedded in the poset

P.  Then one easily verifies the identities

(2.4) JCPi + P2, Ö) = Z       ¡(Pi, ßi)i<?2. Ö2>.
Ö-e.+Ö2

(2.5) KWß)= Z        j(^1,Öl)j(/>2.Ö2)-
Q-*QilQ2

In other words j  is a * morphism (P, s) -+ (P, s) and  (P, s') —*■ (P, s').

In a somewhat different direction, we define the * morphism e(P, ri) as the

number of strict order preserving maps of P onto a chain of n elements. The

numbers e(P, ri) were used by Stanley [15] in defining the order polynomial of

a partially ordered set. One easily verifies the identity

(2.6) e(PjP2, ") =   Z    •<?*• k>(p2> n~k)
fc=0

so that e is a *morphism from (P, s') to  (Z, s).

(4) Subgeometry generating function.   Let (Z2, s)  be the dissect of ordered

pairs of nonnegative integers with usual incidence coefficients arising from the dis-

sections (m, ri) -* Qi, k) © (m - h, n - k). For G G C we define  s(G, m, ri)

as the number of subgeometries of G with corank m and nullity n obtaining

a * morphism from (C, s)  to  (Z2, s). In other words s satisfies the identity

m.n

(2.7) s(Gj © G2, m, ri) =     Z     s(Gi> h> k)s(G2> m - h, n - k).
h,k=0

The numbers s(G, m, ri) are the coefficients of the subgeometry generating func-

tion of G. A proof of (7) is found in [2, p. 250].
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(5) Cycle indices. Let Pn be the dissect of all partitions of the nonnega-

tive integers. Let X = (Xj, X2,* • •, \) = (1 1, 2^,* • •) be a partition. For

future reference we collect here a number of special notations concerning X:

IIXII = Xj + X2 +••• =rt +2r2 +•••,      |X| = r = rx + r2 +•••,

X! = r1!r2!---,      n(X) = \ X2 • • -,

sgn(X) » (- l)B^+IW       b(\)= |X|!/X!.

The last quantity, b(X), is the number of permutations of the parts of X.  Now

define X —* Xj © X2  when  X is the union of the parts of Xj   and X2   (as a

multiset). The dissections X —*■ Xj © X2  were termed separations by MacMahon

[9]. Allowing the number zero to have one partition, this partition becomes an

identity for Pn.

For  X G Pn, G G G, we define  p(G, X)  as the number of permutations

of G of cycle type  X divided by the order of G.  These numbers are the coef-

ficients of the cycle index of G. They satisfy the identity

(2.8) p(G, © G2, X) =        Z       p(G,, X!)p(G2, X2),
x->-x1©\2

so that p is a *morphism from (G, s) to (Pn, s), where s are the usual incidence coef-

ficients on Pn. There are other sets of incidence coefficients on G and Pn of interest

with respect to p. Let p be the trivial incidence coefficients on Pn with the one dif-

ference that p\xx] = X!tt(X).On G we set G^*GX ©G2 whenever Gx and G2 act

on the same set and there exist permutations ax a2 on that set such that G =

(o-jGjCjY1) <~i (o2G2o2x). Recall that, since we identify isomorphic permutation

groups, two groups Gj and G2 may be considered to act on the same set if they act

on sets of the same cardinality. Define incidence coefficients t on G  so that

t[GGG ]   counts the number of pairs of permutations o"t   and o2   described

above. Then p  is also a * morphism from (G, r) to (Pn, p) in that  p  satis-

fies

E  *\r Gr\^G'X)=  S    PU X>|P(G1,X1)p(C2,X2)(2.9) GGG    LG1    GÛ HH      LXl     XÜ

= X!7r(X)p(G1,X)p(G2,X).

This is the Redfield-Master theorem. A proof may be found in [12], where it is

also shown that in applications (9) is equivalent to the Pólya enumeration theorem.

3. Operators and expansions.

Definition 5.   Let (S, m) be a dissect.  For each x G S define the

shift operator Ex on 7*(S) by
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(S) Exf(y)=   Z  4   Z V(z)'     /G'*(s)-
zGS       L*     "J

These operators play a fundamental role in the following theory. They satisfy the

multiplication rule

(?) B,Ex-Zmï*^Ea,     x,yES.

The proof is as follows,

As this sort of computation occurs rather often in what follows, we will save much

irns and space by abbreviating. We shall let the letter labels of the various identi-

ties stand for invocation of the identity itself and asterisks stand for interchanges

of summation. Thus the preceding computation would be abbreviated (S)(S)*(A)*(S).

Let p: (S, m) ~» (T, ri) be a morph. For the remainder of the paper we

shall assume (S, m) has an identity and p isa monomorphism. We shall omit

the (usually trivial) verification of these properties in examples.

Definition 6.   Let   P be the range of p.  For each c G T define the

differential operator Pc  on   P by setting

<P) PcPa=   Sr  "I0h'     aGT>

and extending by linearity from the basis {pa | a G T} to all of P. The differen-

tial operators satisfy the multiplication rule,

<M) PcPa= 2>[/J/>».      c,dGT,

as one verifies using (D)(D)*(A)*(D).

Rewriting using  (S), (B) becomes

(E) ExVa(y)=   Z   n\*}rMPc(y)
b.cST      L°    CJ

for x, y G S, a G T.  Further, by using  (D) and linearity, we obtain for / G P
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(F) Exf-    Z   Pcf(*)Pc-
ceT

Thus (B) becomes a connection between the shift and differential operators.

This shows that  P is an invariant subspace for the shift operators. Next we

verify the crucial property of the differential operators: shift invariance, that is

PCEX = EXPC for all x G S, c G T. To prove this it suffices to apply the left-

hand side to a typical element p0  of our basis of P and follow the computation

(E)(D)*(A)*(E)(D).
Let   P* denote the set of all shift invariant operators on   P. We introduce

an inner product connecting  P* and  P by setting

<Q,f> = Qf(e),     Q£?*,fep,

where e is the identity of S. This actually makes sense for any element / G

/*(S) and operator  Q so long as Qf is defined.  In particular we have

(G) (Ex,f) = f(x),   /G/*(S).

The usefulness of the differential operators will now appear.

First expansion theorem. Every element f of P has an expansion

/=2aeT<¿V/>Pa.

Proof. Set x - e in (F).

Corollary. (Pa, pb) = 5ab.

Second expansion theorem. Every element Q of P* has an expan-

sion

(3-D Q=    Z  <Q.PaK-
a£T

Proof. We first note that the right-hand side of the above equation does

define an element of  P*  since each / G P is a linear combination of finitely

many elements p6, and each pb  is annihilated by all but a finite number of the

operators Pa. Thus in the application of the right side of (1) to / only a finite

number of terms are not zero.  Let Q'  denote this operator.  Clearly Q' G P*.

Now for i€T,

<Ö'. P*> -   Z  <Ö, Pa><Pa, P*> = <Q, P>>.
aeT

By linearity <£?', /> = {Q, f) for all f E P. Thus, following Garsia [5], the

proof is completed by the following lemma.

Lemma. // Q, Q' are shift invariant operators such that {Q, f) = <Q\ />

for all fGp.then Q = Q'.
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Proof. For any x G S,

Q'f(x) = Œx, Q'f) = <EXQ', f) - <ß\ £"*/> = <Q. *»/> = <£*, ß/> - Ö/W-

From (M) we deduce the following

Isomorphism theorem. The algebra  P* of shift invariant operators is

isomorphic to I*(T, ri).

From these results it follows easily that   P*  is the dual space, via our inner

product, of  P, and that  {pb\b G T}  and  {Pa\a G T}  ate dual bases.  We mean

dual bases only in the sense that (Pa, pb) = 5a b, since the operators {Pa\a G T}

do not form a basis in the usual sense for   P*. A partial converse is given in the

following

Dual basis theorem. Let {q6| b ET} be a basis for  P, and let {Qa\

a ET} be a dual basis in the above sense for  P*. Supposing the operators Qa

satisfy the multiplication rule (M), the qb define a morph from  (S, m) to

(T, ri) whose corresponding differential operators are the Qa.

Proof. It follows from the hypothesis that each f E P has an expansion

/ = 2a (Qa, />qa. We next prove successively that

(3.2) ßcqa = Z«[0öc]q0

and

(3.3) Ex% =   Z   »L*cJ*»to«c.

by expanding the left-hand sides, since

<Qb, ßcq«> = <ß*ßc.q«> = n[0ac]

using the identity (M), and

<ßC- Ex%) - (QCEX> qa> = Œx, Qc%) = Qcqa(x) = Ç »[ft "J^W

using (2). This concludes the proof since (3) is equivalent to the defining identity

(B) of morphs (see also (F)), and (2) shows that {Qc} is the corresponding

family of differential operators.

Examples. (1) Polynomial sequences of binomial type {pn}. The restric-

tion on the degrees of the polynomials pn  ensures that these sequences define

monomorphs. The differential operators are defined by
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(3.4) PkVn = (l)Pn-k

and satisfy the product rule PkPm = (*fcm)^fc+m> from which it follows that

all the operators Pk  are generated from P = Pj   by the relation

(3.5) Pk = Pklk\.

In the case d(x n) = x", D is the usual derivative operator, and the first expan-

sion theorem gives the usual Taylor expansion. The reader is referred to [10] and

[14] for more examples of these sequences and many expansions relating to them.

The question arises, given a shift invariant operator P, whether there exists

a sequence of binomial type whose differential operators are determined by P as

in (5).  Mullin and Rota found the following characterization of these operators.

A delta operator P is a shift invariant operator for which PI   is zero and Px

is a nonzero constant.

Theorem (Mullin-Rota). An operator P arises from a polynomial

sequence of binomial type  {p„}  by setting Ppn = npn_x   if and only if P isa

delta operator.

Proof. We shall only sketch the proof, since the details are not significantly

different from the proof given in [10]. Given an operator P arising from a poly-

nomial sequence as described above, the binomial identity (1.1) allows one to con-

clude that p0 = 1   and  pfc(0) = 0 for k > I.  It follows immediately that P

is a delta operator. Conversely given a delta operator P one first proves [10,

p. 181] that P reduces degrees. One may then construct a polynomial sequence

by setting p0 = 1  and, proceeding inductively, solving the "differential equation"

Ppn = «p„_!   with the initial condition p„(0) =0, n > 0. One thereby obtains

a basis for the polynomials for which the set of operators  {Pk}  defined by (5)

are a dual basis.  By the dual basis theorem the sequence   {p„}   is of binomial-

type, and the operators  {Pk}  are the corresponding differential operators.

(2) Permutations with restricted position.   Consider the morph r from

(B, s) to  (Z, s). The differential operators Rk  are all powers of the operator

R = Rt. To find a closed form for R, for each B E B let B © s  denote the

board formed from B  by adding a square not in any row or column presently

occupied by a square of B.   From (2.3), f(S © s, ri) = r(5, ri) + t(B, n - 1),

or Rrn(B) = r„_j(£) = xn(B © s) - rn(B).  It follows by linearity that Rf(B) =

f(B © s) - f(B) for all / G R, where  R  is the range of r.  In order to use the

expansion theorems we must characterize the functions of R. The following argu-

ment and its parallels in succeeding examples was suggested by the work of Brylawski

[2].  Let 5GB and let x be a square of B which is not the only square of

B in its row and/or column.  Let B - x  denote B with the square x  removed,
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and let B/x denote B with all the squares of jc's row and column removed. As

is well known,

t„(B) = tn(B -x) + rn_¿Blx) = r„(5 - x) + t„(BIx © s) - r„(5/x).

By linearity every / G R  must satisfy the identity

(3.6) f(B) - f(B -x)+ f(B/x © s) - f(Blx).

Conversely we claim  R  contains all functions satisfying the identities of this type.

Let / be such a function. We form the expansion   2„ez (R", f)tn  according

to the first expansion theorem.  Let /'  denote the sum of this series which exists

even if an infinite number of coefficients are nonzero since r is a *morphism.

The question is whether /' = /  Both / and /'  satisfy (6) which expresses

their values at B in terms of their values on boards with fewer cells, provided of

course that B has a cell x as described above. By induction / and /' will be

equal if we prove they are equal for the boards with no such cells, that is for the

boards s" = s © s ©•• •© s (n times). We find that

so that

R"f(B)=  Z (-l)"+fcQ/(5 © sk),

w", /> = z (- iy+krMsk).

Finally using the orthogonality relation (2.2)

/'(■") - £ Ç (- D"+*ft)/t«*)'»('")

We are now free to expand any function satisfying the identities (6) in terms of

r. For example consider the boards B contained in a given M x M square;

these form a subdissect of B  to which our preceding argument applies word for

word. Let fh(B)  be the number of ways of placing M rooks on the square so

that exactly h fall on B. fn  satisfies (6). We find by inclusion-exclusion that

fh(sk)=Z(-l)i+h(k)(l\M-i)\.

Then
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fhiß) =   Z  <*"> /*>'„(*) -   Z  '„(*)    Z(- nn + kC!)fh(sk)
n n k W

- Z *nW ç Hr*»Q Z (- oH'*0(J)o» - ')!

-  Z(-l)"+"(^-")'r„(5),

a well-known result.

(3) A-invariants.  The morph e: (P, s') —► (Z, s) has a theory parallel to

the preceding example. The differential operators En  are given by Enf(P) =

f(P/ri), where n  is a chain of length n.   Since ¿T„  is a shift, no confusion results

from this dual use of the letter E. To describe the range   E of e, let P be a

partially ordered set, and x, y  a pair of unrelated elements of P.  Following

Stanley [17], let Pg  denote the partially ordered set P with the relation x <y

added and all relations implied thereby, and let P      denote the partially ordered

set P with x and y identified. Then one verifies easily that the elements

/ G E satisfy the identity

(3.7) fir, = f(py) + f(Px) + f(Pxy).

Functions satisfying (7) are called ̂ -invariants.  Examples of .¿-invariants are the

order polynomial (- l),p'i2n(P), where  £2„(P) is the number of strict maps

from P into an n chain, and (- 1)|P|Z,(P), where L(P) is the number of order

ideals of P.   Expanding these in terms of the functions e„, we obtain various

results of Stanley [17].

(4) Tutte invariants.   The differential operators of the subgeometry generat-

ing function morph s: (C, s) —> (Z2, s)  are generated by the two operators Sj =

510  and S2 = S9A   and the relation S¡ ■ = S[S'2. One easily verifies that

SJ(G) = f(G © i) - f(G),      S2f(G) = f(G © 1) - f(G),

where i is an isthmus (a one point rank one geometry) and  1  is a loop (a

point rank zero pregeometry). To describe the range  S  of s, let G E C and

p E G be a point which is not a one point direct summand of G.  Then all the

functions si;-, hence all the functions f E S, satisfy

(3.8) f(G) = f(G -p)+ f(Glp),

where G - p is the deletion of p  from G, and G\p  is the contraction of G

by p.  The reader is referred to [2] for the details. The functions satisfying the

identities (8) are called Tutte invariants and include the Möbius function u(G),

the chromatic polynomial  X(G), and many others (see the table in [2, p. 253]).
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(5) Púlyá's Hauptsatz.  The expansions associated with the cycle index

p: (G, s) —*■ (Pn, s) are naturally involved with the circle of ideas surrounding

Pólya's enumeration theorem (described by Read in [12]). The differential opera-

tors for the cycle index satisfy the product rule Px = Px Px   " ' P\   when

X = (Xj X2 • • • X,.). Thus it suffices for applications to determine the operators

corresponding to the one part partitiions. As in the earlier examples we shall

express Pn  in terms of shifts.  Let Sn  denote the symmetric group on a set of

n elements.  Using the cycle index of Sn,

f II All = «,
IXII ¥= n,

p(s„ x) = {¿/X!*(X) ;ff

and letting En  denote the shift operator on 1(G) by Sn, we obtain, using (2.8),

EnPlfß) = PÁG ©  Sn) -        S       Pß(G)pv(S„)

y      PxevJG) y     P»P\(G)

|M| = „       V\*V) ml = „       V\T!(V)

/P,Vl /P*\ri /Pn\r"

--n   rl.r2i-

where v = (1 ', 2 2, • • •, n "). This we may invert by a standard generating

function argument, which because of its importance in connection with symmetric

functions we reproduce in full (see Riordan [13, p. 175]).  Introducing the inde-

terminant y, we have

(yQJi   (y2Q2Y2       (ynQJn

L.7±7.mw-ar^

1 + yE1 + ylE2 +••• =

V2.•••=<> V T2- rn-

= exp(7Ö! + y2Q2 + • • • + ynQn + • • •)

where  Qn = PJn.  Then

yQi + y2Q2 + • • • + y"Q„ +* • • = in(i + yEx +••• + y"En +■■•)

=      Z       i- (-l)lMl-lOCu)£- ̂ Mll.
MePn    W

Setting corresponding coefficients equal we obtain,

o.,)        %. z ("y":.1 mB».
»       nuii=« M\m\=n
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We should now, by analogy with the preceding examples, seek a family of

identities characterizing the range  P of the morph p. This we have not been

able to do. It is partly with the hope of encouraging someone to find such a char-

acterization that we have included this example. Without a usable characterization

of  P, our expansions have only a formal significance; that is they suggest results

but do not by themselves prove them.  Let us outline how by an application of

the first expansion theorem we may formally obtain the conclusion of Pólya's

Hauptsatz.  Let R = {x1x2 • • • xm} be a fixed finite set.  Each permutation

group G G G has an induced action, on the space of functions (¡> from SG  to

R, defined by (g<p)(a) = (¡>(g~l(a)) for g G G, a G SG. For each function 0

we have a monomial  II <p(a), the product extending over a E SG.  Let f(G)

denote the sum of these monomials, one for each equivalence class of functions

under the induced action of G.   Now / is not a rea/-valued function on G, but

one easily verifies that our theory has made no special use of the real numbers; in

effect our functions can take values in any ring.  So we may expand formally,

f(G) =     Z     iPx, f>Pk(G)
\£Pn

Z (x, + x2 + • • • + xmfl

•(X2  + X2  +...+ 4Y-2...  px(G))

which is the desired conclusion; however, We postpone until §7 the verification in

detail that

(3.10) <i\, /> = (x, +• • • + xm)rH*i2 +• • • + x2/2

4. Connection constants.  Let  (S, m) and (T, ri) be dissects as in §3.

Let p and q be two morphs from (S, m) to  (T, ri) with the same range  P.

Then there are the following expansions:

Pa =    Z    f(P, a)qb,      qa =    Z    g(b, a)pb,

Pa =    Z   Ha, b)Qb,     Qa -    Z    kfc b)Pa.
¿>eT berc

The coefficients of these expansions are called connection constants. We first

observe that h is a morph from (T, ri) to itself. This follows from substituting

(2) into (M) and equating coefficients of Qb. From h(a, b) = (Pa, qb) =

g(a, b), it follows that h = g; hence g is also a morph, in fact a morphism.

(4.1)

and

(4.2)
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Similarly, f = k and, since these are clearly inverse to  h = g, it follows that the

connection constants are even automorphisms of (T, ri).

Definition 7.  Let p be a morph from  (S, m) to  (T, ri) with range  P.

An operator  U on   P is called umbral if qa = Upa  is another morph with

range   P. The umbral operators are thus the operators on  P whose matrix with

respect to the basis {pa} is an automorphism of (t, ri). That this notion does

not depend on the basis {pa}  is shown by the following

Automorphism theorem. The following are equivalent for an operator U

on  P.

(a) U is an umbral operator.

(b) U is invertible, the map T -* UTLT1   is an automorphism of P*

and

(4.3) (UT, f) = (T, f),      TEP*,fEp.

(c) // r is any morph from  (S, m) to  (T, ri) with range   P, and sa =

Ura (a E T), then  sa  is also a morph from  (S, m) to  (T, ri) with range   P.

Proof, (a) => (b). Let U be an umbral operator and let qa = Upa. U

is invertible, since by definition {qa| a£T} is a basis for P. Consider the oper-

ators  UPaU~l. We have

(UPairl)qb = UPapb =   Z   4/«K-
cgT      Lc   "J

Thus  UPa IT1 = Qa. By linearity the mapping T -* UTU~l   then takes  P*

to   P*; it is clearly an automorphism.  Finally we have

<UPa, pb) = <UPalTl, Upb) = {Qa, qb) = Sa6 = <Pa, pb)

which extends by linearity to (3).

(b) ■* (c).  Let r be as given. Then the sa = Ura  form a basis for   P

since  U is invertible. The operators  URa U~x   are a dual basis since  (URa U~l,

sb) = (Ra, rb) = 5a b. Furthermore the operators  URaU~1   satisfy the same

product rule as the operators Ra  themselves, since the map  T —*■ UTLT1   is an

automorphism.  It follows from the dual basis theorem that s is a morph from

(S, m) to  (T, ri) with range   P.

To summarize, the reader will have no trouble supplying the missing implica-

tions in the following

Proposition. The following groups are isomorphic:

(a) the group of umbral operators on  P,

(b) the group of automorphisms of P*,

(c) the group of automorphisms of (T, ri).
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Two morphs q and r from  (S, m) to (T, ri) are called inverse with

respect to  p when all these morphs have the same range and the umbral operator

defined by  Upa = qa satisfies V~x pa = ra.

Summation theorem. Let q and r be inverse with respect to  p.  Then

(4.4) ra =    Z <Qb, Pa)pb.
¿>ST

Proof.  By the first expansion theorem pa = 26eT<ôft, Pa)q¿.  Now

apply  IT1.

Examples. (1) The reader will find many examples of connection con-

stants in [10] and [14].  Here is just a token. Two morphs from (Z, s) to

(Z, b) will be connected by an automorphism of (Z, b). Thus the Stirling num-

bers of the first kind  s(k, ri) defined by (x)n = 2fc s(k, ri)xk  satisfy the

identity

(\>
+ h ri) ■   Z ("V*- 0*C/« " ~ o

= 0

for all k, j, and  «.  The group of all automorphisms of (Z, b) turns out not

surprisingly to be isomorphic to the group of all exponential generating functions

invertible under composition. This isomorphism is given by the mapping s —►

S„ •(!, ri)x"lnl.

(2) The Tutte polynomial  Consider the subgeometry generating function

s. We wish to find a second morph t from  (C, s) to  (Z2, s) with the same

range  S  but simpler differential operators.  It would be a great advantage for

example if the differential operator T¡ k was simply the shift  T¡ kf(G) =

f(G © Ï' © lfc), where  V © Ifc  represents the direct sum of / isthmi and k

loops.  If the morph t exists its differential operators 7\ = Tl0, T2 = T01

are then related to the operators 5X, S2  by 5X = Tx - I, S2 = T2 - I.  This

would imply that

Sm.n = M =    Z i" Dm+"+/+fc(j)(^/>k

so that

tm.„(G) =   Z (- Dm+"+/+fc(j)Ç)s,fc(G).

This last we may take as the definition of t.  It is clear that t has the desired

property since its connection constants with s are given by the automorphism

(- l)m+n+i+k('j>)(nk) of (Z2,s). The numbers tm„(G) are the coefficients

of the Tutte polynomial (see [2]), a polynomial in two variables defined by
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T(G)=    Z    tm¡n(G)z?z«.
m,n

An important notion in this connection is that of a Tutte bi-invariant.  These are

functions / on C which, in addition to being Tutte invariants, that is satisfying

(3.8), also satisfy f(Gx © G2) = /(Gi)/(G2), Gt, G2 G C. We can easily prove

the theorem that all Tutte bi-invariants are evaluations of the Tutte polynomial

for we can expand / according to §3, obtaining (Tm n, f) = f(im © 1") =

f(í)m /(!)"  so that

/(G) =    Z <rm     f)tmJG) = T(G)
z1=/(i);z2=/0)

Analogous considerations hold with regard to rook polynomials and order poly-

nomials.  In the latter case the morph e already has shifts for its differential

operators.

Returning to pregeometry we wish to point out that the operation G —* G*

of forming the dual pregeometry induces an umbral operator  U on  S, Uf(G) =

f(G *), f E S. That  U in fact maps S  into  S  follows from the relations

(Glp)* = G* -p and (G -p)* = G*lp. From  UTX IT1 = T2  and  UT2lTl

= 7\   we deduce that  Utm „ = tnm, thus  U is an umbral operator.

(3) Almost umbral operators.  A number of operators  U appear in our

examples, in connection with constructions of various types, which possess the

property in common with umbral operators that when  {pa} defines a morph so

does {Upa}, but which fail to be umbral by not being invertible.  For example

let H be a fixed permutation group and consider the mapping G -+ G x H for

G G G  and its induced mapping on I*(G).  Here G x H is the usual product

of permutation groups, the direct product of the groups G  and H acting com-

ponentwise on the cartesian product SG x Sw.  Let  px be the cycle index

morph from (G, s) to  (Pn, s), and set q^(G) = Upx(G) = P\(G* x H). From

the distributive law (G, © G2) x H= (Gt x H) © (G2 x H) follows

(4.5) q*(G, © G2) =        Z       q*1(G1)qXa(G2).

Thus q is also a morph from (G, s) to  (Pn, s). The range of q  is not all of

P, and q  is not a monomorph since for example qx = 0 whenever  ||X|| < IS^I.

Thus  U is not an umbral operator. We still have connection constants

(4.6) % - £ f(X, m)P\.      f(K u) = <PX, qM>

and f is a morphism of (Pn, s) to itself as follows from substituting (6) into

(5) and equating coefficients. Other constructions which, like the product of
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permutation groups, satisfy a distributive law, and so induce almost umbral opera-

tors, include the product of posets in P and the krantz product in G. Because

these do not lead to invertible operators, we cannot exploit the duality of opera-

tors and functions in these examples.

5. Double dissects.

Definition 8. A double dissect is a set S and two sets of incidence coef-

ficients n and ri both satisfying the conditions of Definition 1. We will usually

assume that n has an identity, but not necessarily ri.  If (S, n, ri) and  (T,

m, m!) are two double dissects, a morph [morphism, *morphism] p: (S, n, ri)

—*■ (T, m, m') is a real-valued function p  defined on  Sx T such that p  is a

morph [morphism, *morphism] from  (S, m) to  (T, ri) and a morph [*mor-

phism, morphism] from  (T, ri) to  (S, m'). Thus in addition to (B), p satis-

fies the identity

m') £   "'ffc-l'k*)™     2)     m'\   XJp(y,b)p(z,c),
K   ' aeT       LP   cJ y.zes        [/   ZJ

for all b, c ET, x E S.  (B') may be rewritten

<M'> P>*PC=    Z   "'[»%] f«

where the convolution on the left is with respect to the incidence coefficients m'.

Thus  P is a subalgebra of /*(S, m').

Let p: (S, m, m') —* (T, n, ri) be a morph.  By definition the elements

of  P* are operators on   P. We can now define conversely an action of  P on

P* by taking the adjoint of (left) multiplication.  In other words, for f E P,

Q E P*, we define f(Q) to be the operator of  P* such that

(5-1) (f(Q),g) = <Q, g*f),    *ep.

Of course / is a linear operator on P*. Furthermore the association of / G P

with the operator / on P* is an algebra homomorphism, that is (g*f)(Q) =

g(f(Q))- By an application of the second expansion theorem we find that

<P') P«(P*)=    £    »f   b]pc.
cet      \S   aJ

Thus pa  acts on the operator Pb  in a manner analogous to the original defini-

tion of differential operators but with the coefficients n'  in place of n.  Further

developments now depend on postulating some connection between these two

incidence coefficients.

Definition 9.  Let (T, n, ri) be a double dissect, (a) T  is a Hopf dis-

sect if, for all a, b, c, d E T,
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(b) T  has a double identity e  if e is an identity for both n and  n',

and (c) let  X be a real-valued function on T; X is an inverse if T has a double

identity and

0) Z     Ha)n\ \Lf rfl =/!   *«-*-«
a,bGT La   bJ    L*   flJ       10   otherwise,

and X is a post if

CO X(fl)X(è) = X(c)   when n\ ° 1 ¥= 0.

To avoid triviality we also assume \(a) ¥= 0 for all a ET.

Let  p: (S, m, m') -*• (T, n, «') be a morph.  If (T, n, ri) is a Hopf dis-

sect, then we have the Leibnitz formulae,

(L) Pc(g*f)=     Z      ni  C ] Pa(g)Pb(f),      g.fEP,
a. bGT        Lfl    °J

(L') PC(QR)=    Z     n\ c Apa(Q)pb(R),      Q.REP*.
a, ÔGT      L"    °J

To prove (L) it suffices to consider the case where g and / come from the

basis {pa| a E T}. The proof is completed by the computation (M'XD)*(H)*(M'XD)(P).

(L') is proved using the dual computation (M)(D')*(H)*(M)(D')(D'). Let   X   be

a real-valued function on   T.   We shall use   X   to construct negative shift

operators.   For this purpose it is useful to imagine a copy of the set  S. The

elements of this copy of S will be called the negatives of the elements of S; for

each x G S, its negative will be written - x. We begin by defining values for the

functions pa  at the negatives by setting

(5.2) Pa(- *) - W)pa(x).

Then we define the negative shift operator E_x  by

(E) E_xPa= z »raip&(-x)Pc
b, c£T      LP    cJ

and extending by linearity to all f E p. We can then define values for all fEP

on the negatives by

(G) (E_x ,/> = /(- x)

which amounts to extending (2) by linearity. Then we also have
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(p) E_xf=   Z   V(-*)Pc-
c£T

Supposing that X is a post, the negative shifts satisfy the product rule

(P) «-*•-•£.«{/»]*«•

This is proven by applying the left side to the typical element  pa  of  P and

using (E)(E)*(J)(A)*(B)*(E). It is worth noting that the negative shifts behave

exactly like the ordinary shifts. A related consequence of (J) is that if we let L

be the operator of negation, Lf(x) = /(- x), then L is an umbral operator. Pass-

ing to consequences of (I), suppose that X is an inverse (but not necessarily a

post). The most important property of the negative shifts is the following identity.

For each x G S,

» ¿i, mVhE-" S. "tr M *»*■■**
The proof arises by applying the left side to  pa  and using (E)(E)*(A)*(B')*(I).

In applications the incidence coefficients rri  are usually the trivial coefficients of

pointwise multiplication. Then the left side of (N) reads EXE_X. Now  pe(x)

can be only a zero or a one (apply (B) with a = e).  In the former case E_x  is

a genuine inverse to Ex  and (N) yields inverse relations, in the latter case we

have an orthogonality relation.  Finally we have a closed form for the adjoint

action defined in (1). For / G P, Q E P*

(F') /(Ô)=    Z   (LPJ)Q(Pa),
a£T

where by (LPaf)Q(pa) we mean the operator composed of left multiplication

by pa, followed by Q, followed by left multiplication by LPaf.   Note that the

series in (F*) is finite since / is annihilated by all but a finite number of Pa.

For the proof it suffices to examine the right-hand side of (F') for the case

/ = pb, T = Pc and the operator signified is applied to  pd. The result then fol-

lows from the computation  (M')(D)(D)(M')*(H)*(A)(A')*(I)*(D)(D').

Examples. (1) Let us interpret these results for the polynomial sequence

dn = x"  as a morph from  (Z, s) to  (Z, b). We take the trivial incidence coef-

ficients as the second set for  (Z, s). Then d  is a morph from  (Z, s, p)  to

(Z, b, s); (M') in this case reduces to x"xm = x"+m. The adjoint action is

determined by the action of x  on the shift invariant operators. We will always

write  f for x(T), TED*. The identity (D) gives D'n = Z)„_i   or (Dn/n!)'

_ £)"-i/(,j - l)!; thus x  acts like ordinary differentiation with respect to D.

This is the Pincherle derivative as used by Mullin and Rota.
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(Z, b, s) is a Hopf dissect. The formula (H) is the Vandermonde convolu-

tion; while (L) is the usual Leibnitz formula.  (Z, b, s)  also has a double identity

(zero) and an inverse  X(n) = (-1)"; the identity (I) reducing in the most impor-

tant case (c = d) to the identity

p-o-u c = 0,

c>0.

The negative values defined by (2) are the usual values of x"   at negative integers.

Finally (F') yields the formula T — Tx - xT, which in [10] serves as the

definition of the Pincherle derivative.  At this point we can easily derive the results

of [10] on closed forms of polynomials and the Rodrigues formula.

Rodrigues formula. Let qn  be a polynomial sequence of binomial type

with delta operator Q.   Then Q' is invertible and qn = x(ß')_Iqn_,  for

n > 1.

Proof. The expansion of ß in terms of D,

(5.3) Q =    Z   (Q, x")Dn/nl,
n>0

has no constant term since Ql = 0, but a nonzero linear term since Qx is a non-

zero constant. Thus the expansion for ß',

Q' -   Z   <x(ß), xn)Dnln\ =   Z   (Q, xn+l)Dn/n\,
n>0 n>0

has a nonzero constant term. Thus, by the isomorphism between D * and the

algebra of exponential generating functions, ß'  is invertible.  We shall prove the

Rodrigues formula by showing that  (Qm, x(ß')""1qn_1> = <ßm, qn) for all

m > 0, where Qm = Qm/m\  is the dual basis of qn.  By linearity it will follow

that  <r, x(Q'Tlqn_l) = {T, q„> for all  T ED*, hence that  x(Q'ylqn_l =

q„. The case where  m = 0  is trivial.  For m > 1,

<om,x(ß'riq„_1> = <o;,(ß'r1q„-i>

= <ßm-!ß'. (ßWi> = <ßm_i, q„-i> = <ßm. q„>-

Closed forms.  With the same hypothesis as the previous result, we may

factor D from the expansion (3) of Q, obtaining Q = DP, where P is an

invertible shift invariant operator.   Then for n > 1   we have

(a) q„ = ß'P^-'x",

(b) q„ =P-"x" ~(P-Hixn-1,

(c) q„ = xP""x"_1.
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Proof. As in [10] we begin by showing that all three formulae give the

same polynomial sequence.

Q'p-n-lxn = (DP)'p-n-lxn = (p + DP')p-"-lXn

= p-"xn - n-l(p-n)'Dxn = P~"x" - (P^'x"-1

= P-"x" - (P~"x -xP-")x"_1 = xP-"xn-1.

We can now establish simultaneously the equality of all three with qn  by induc-

tion.  For n = 1, xP_1l = x/(ß, x> = qy. Assuming now that  q„ =

Q'P~n~xxn, we shall prove that qn+1 = xP_n_1x"  by showing that <Qm,

xP~"-1x"> = (Qm, q„+1> for all m > 0. As before this is trivial for m = 0.

For m > 1,

<ßm, xP-"-!x"> = <(ßm)\ p-"-lxn) = <ßm_t, Q'p-"-lxn)

- <öm-i>qn> = <ßm.qn+i>-

(2) Consider the morph b: (Z, s) —* (Z, s), b(x, n) = (*). As in the

preceding example we choose the incidence coefficients of pointwise multiplica-

tion and expand the product (*)(£)  in terms of (k) obtaining,

(54) (m)Q=$b[k-m   k-nkm+n-k](k)-

Therefore b is a morph from (Z, s, p) to (Z, s, e) where  e[mfc„]   is the

multinomial coefficient  b[k_m k_nkmJrn_k]. The  identity  (4)  is  most   easily

proven by noting its combinatorial interpretation counting the number of different

ways of choosing a pair of sets of cardinalities m and n from a set of cardinal-

ity x by first choosing the union of the two sets (cardinality k). We have

already pointed out that the incidence coefficient e[mfe„]    counts the number of

ways of choosing sets of cardinalities m and n from a set of cardinality k so

as to exhaust the set of cardinality k.  The double dissect (Z, s, e) is a Hopf

dissect. This yields the following Leibnitz type identity for the forward difference

operators,

A*(/¿r)=    Z   efMi»/^
m,n      LP*     w-l

In particular we get the familiar rule  A(fg) = A(f)g + /A(g) + A(/)A(g).

Since the incidence coefficients e have no identity, (Z, s, e) can have no inverse.

(3) The inverse of Example 1 may be thought of as derived from the

Möbius inversion formula on the lattice of finite subsets of a countable set, or

rather on the reduced incidence algebra of this lattice (see [18] for a discussion

of reduced incidence algebras and Möbius inversion, in particular Example 4.6, p. 281).
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Other examples are supplied by other reduced incidence algebras.  For example

the reduced incidence algebra of the lattice of finite-dimensional subspaces of a

vector space of countable dimension over GF(q) yields the dissect  (Z, g), where

g are the Gaussian coefficients [18, Example 4.9]. The Möbius function  X(w) =

(- l)"q n'2  is an inverse for (Z, g, s). An example of a morph is given by the

Gaussian polynomials p„(x, z) = (x - z)(x - qz) • • • (x - q"~lz) which give a

morph from (Z*, s) to  (Z, g), where Z*  is the set of pairs (x, y) with

x < y, and s denotes the usual incidence coefficients on Z* with respect to

the dissections (x, z) *-*■ (x, y) © (y, z), where x < j> < z.  That is, p  satis-

fies the identity,

p>.*) = ZQ PfcCx y)p»-k(y, *)•

Treating this example with some care, as p is not exactly a double morph, one

can recover part of the results of Andrews [1] (but see the discussion of this

point in §9).

6.  Symmetric functions.  Let X = {xt, x2, x3, • • •} be an infinite sequence

of indeterminants.  Let N be the dissect of all finite subsets of X with the dis-

sections A —*■ B © C when A   is the disjoint union of B and  C.  The impor-

tance of N is that all the major classes of symmetric functions may be viewed as

morphs from (N, s, p), where s  is the usual set of incidence coefficients and p

are the trivial incidence coefficients on N, to  Pn supplied with various pairs of

incidence coefficients (unfortunately a different pair for almost every type of sym-

metric function). To reach this point of view we must consider morphs which as

functions on  N x Pn  are symmetric polynomial valued rather than real valued.

The range  P in /*(N) for all these morphs will consist of those functions

f E 7*(N) for which f(E) is a symmetric polynomial in the indeterminants of B,

and when B Ç A, f(B) is obtained from f(A) by setting to zero the indeter-

minants of A — A  This algebra  P may be regarded as a device for studying sym-

metric functions in infinitely many variables without ever actually using infinitely

many variables.

As in other recent treatments of symmetric functions, we shall emphasize

their combinatorial interpretation.  Each class of symmetric functions counts tab-

leaux of some type.  A tableau is an arrangement of positive integers in the shape

of the Ferrer's graph of a partition.  For example

1114

(6.1) »    »    »
2    3

1    4
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is a tableau of shape  (4322). Within each row the numbers read in increasing

order; thus the row is entirely determined by its contents.  Each tableau contrib-

utes a monomial when counted by a symmetric polynomial. The tableau (1)

will contribute the monomial x\x\xzx\.  The tableaux may be placed in one-to-

one correspondence with matrices such that the row sums of the matrix give the

shape of the corresponding tableau, while the column sums give the numbers of

l's, 2's and so forth in the tableau.  Corresponding to (1) we have the matrix

2    10    1

3   0    0    0

Thus symmetric functions also count classes of matrices.  Both tableaux and

matrices may be also thought of as solutions to distribution problems where the

positive numbers are balls of different types to be placed in boxes, called rows,

of limited capacity.

The monomial symmetric functions.  The polynomial k(4, X)  counts the

tableaux of shape  X with constant rows, no two the  same with rows of the same

length arranged in increasing order by subscript.  In addition these tableaux must

contain only the positive numbers which are subscripts of indeterminants of A.

Thus

k({3, 5, 6}, 22  1) = x2x|x6 + x\xsx\ + x3x|x2

corresponding to the tableaux

33        33       55

55        66       66.

6 5 3

k satisfies the identity

(6.2) kC4 © B, X) =Z s\   X xI k(A, \)k(B, X2),

which counts in two ways the tableaux described above with entries from A © B,

since each such tableau can be obtained in one and only one way from a tableau

with entries from A  and a tableau with entries from B.   Furthermore since rows

of these tableaux are constant, the shapes of the tableaux into which a given tab-

leau of shape X decomposes must be such that  X = Xj © X2, whence the appear-
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anee of the usual incidence coefficients s associated with the separations of X.

Thus k is a morph from  (N, s)  to  (Pn, s).

The incidence coefficients m[ß\ ]   arising in the expansion of the product

(6.3) k(A, ß)k(A, v) = Z 4   X 1 k(A> *)

count the number of ways the parts of /z and  v may be arranged (with parts of

size zero added as necessary) so as to sum to  X. Thus, for example,

m
l_3212    22lJ

corresponding to the arrangements

M   3112   2311    2131

v_   12 2 0   2 0 2 1    2 2 0 1

X   4332   4332   4332

which give the different ways the term x^x^x^x2., for example, can arise as a

product of terms which use the exponents (3212)  in some order and the expo-

nents (221)  in some order.  Equivalently m[ß\] counts the number of matrices

with  | X|  rows and two columns with row sums X and columns consisting of the

parts of ß  and  v. These numbers occur throughout the theory of symmetric

functions.  Summarizing (2) and (3), k is a morph from (N, s, p) to  (Pn, s, m).

(Pn, s, m) is a Hopf dissect. The identity (H) in this case amounts to the asser-

tion

m

[M     ̂ J M->7l®72;^5l©ô2        L71       SU      U*      S2J

a sort of Vandermonde convolution for the incidence coefficients m which has

an obvious combinatorial interpretation in terms of the interpretation just given

for m.

The idea of using differential operators in the investigation of symmetric

functions is quite classical. These operators were most thoroughly developed by

MacMahon who made them the cornerstone of his treatise Combinatory analysis

[9]. The operators were previously the invention of Hammond (see the references

in [9, p. 27]). The operators Kx satisfy the product rule Kx = KK Kx   —

when X = (Xj, X2," • •), so that it suffices to describe the operators Kn  corre-

sponding to one part partitions. These were termed obliterating operators by

MacMahon and notated Dn  in [9, p. 28] since the action of Kn  on a sym-

metric function  kx is to remove one part  w; in symbols Knkx - kXQn.
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77ie power sum symmetric functions. The polynomial s(A, X) counts tab-

leaux with constants rows with no restriction on the order of the rows and, in ad-

dition, identical rows permitted, s satisfies the identities

(6.4) i(i®fi,X)=   Z   b\   XI s04, u)s(B, v),

(6.5) s(A, u)s(A, v) = s(A, ß © v),

where the incidence coefficients &[¿„]   are zero unless X = ß © v when

b[ß\] = Wlßlvl. Equation (4) is justified by considerations analogous to those

just detailed for equation (2); the incidence coefficients b arise by the interweav-

ing of the rows of equal length from tableaux of shapes ß and  v. Equation (5)

merely reflects that the rows of these tableaux, unlike those counted by  kx, may

be chosen independently. On account of (5), s is called a multiplicative set of

symmetric functions. Thus s is a morph from N to  (Pn, b, s). (Pn, b, s) is

also a Hopf dissect.

The operators Sx  satisfy the product rule

[x,   x2X...  xJ5*-5V(6-6) *U        ̂         ...     >   l^-«X.*X.--*V

where  X = (\, Xj, • • •, Xr). Thus as before it suffices to describe Sn. In addi-

tion we have the Leibnitz rule,

(6.7) Sx(pq)=      Z      Sß(p)Sv(q)-

In particular Sn  is a derivation. Therefore the Sx may be described by the

equation Sn(sm) = 8nm.

The elementary symmetric functions.  The polynomial »(A, X)  counts all

tableaux with strictly increasing rows. Alternatively these tableaux correspond to

matrices whose entries are zeros and ones. Thus

a(21, {2, 3, 4}) = x|x3 + x2x| + x2x\ + x¡xj + 3x2x3x4

corresponding to the tableaux

23      23      23      24      24      24      34      34      34

234234234

a satisfies the identities,

(6.8) *(A © B, X) =   Z m\    X    a(<4, u)»(ß, v),

(6.9) HA, ß)a(A, v) = 3^4, ß © v).
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Equation (8) counts in two ways the tableaux of shape X with entries from

A © B.   Each such tableaux may be decomposed into two tableaux, one with

entries from A  and the other with entries from B.  An example should make

this clear. With A = {1, 5, 6}, B = {2, 3, 7, 9} and  X = (54321), the tableau

13   5    6   7

2   3    5    9

(6.10) 2   6   9

1    6

7

is initially divided into the two arrays of numbers

15    6 3    7

5 2    3   9

6 2   9

1    6                 7

each of which is rearranged, keeping rows of equal length in the same order, to

form a tableau. We obtain

15 6 2   3   9

16 3   7
(6.11)

5 2   9

6 7

of shapes (3212) and  (3221), respectively. The incidence coefficient m arises

because to a pair of tableaux of shapes ß and v, with entries from sets A  and

B, respectively, there corresponds by this decomposition  m [ \ ]   tableaux of

shape X. These correspond to the different ways the parts of u  and i>-or

rather the corresponding rows of the tableaux of shapes ß and v—can be added

together to get  X.  Continuing the above example, we have

I"   54321      "1 =

I3212    322lJ =
m

corresponding to the matrices
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3 2

1 3

1 2

2 0

0 1

3 2

1 3

2 1

0 2

1 0

2 3

3 1

1 2

0 2

1 0

Therefore there are exactly three tableaux of shape  (54321) which, when decom-

posed as above, will yield the same pair of tableaux (11). One of these three is

naturally the tableau (10) with which the example began.  It corresponds to put-

ting together the rows of the tableaux (11) according to the first of the above

matrices. The other two tableaux are

13567 12369

2    3    5   9 15    6   7

16   7 3    5    7

2   9 2   9

6 6

Thus a is a morph from N to  (Pn, m, s).

Although the operators A x satisfy the more complicated product rule

(6.12) AßAv = Z mVh
it is still true that the operators An  corresponding to one part partitions generate

the others.  Let us show, for example, how to express the operators correspond-

ing to two part partitions in terms of the operators An. There are two cases.

First let  X ■ (m, ri), m ¥= n; then, since AmAn = AK + Am + n, we have Ax =

AmAn -Am+n. On the other hand if X = (n2), A\ = 2AX + A2n; so that

Ax = (An - A2n)/2.  Similarly operators belonging to three part partitions may

be expressed in terms of the operators belonging to one and two part partitions,

and so forth.  In this sense all the operators Ax are determined by the operators

An. An  is a derivation, hence is completely described by

A (a   ï- Y mï ml*   = i3'"-»    if " < m'
***»>' ^m\\   nJa*      \0 otherwise.

The operator An  corresponds to the operator dn  in MacMahon [9].
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The complete homogeneous symmetric functions.  The polynomial h(A, X)

counts all tableaux of shape X and entries from A.  h satisfies the identities

(6.13) h(A®B,\)=   Z   m\      \ h(A> MB, ),

(6.14) h(A, ß)h(A, v) = h(A, ju © v).

Thus h  is a morph from N  to  (Pn, m, s). Concerning the operators Hx we

have

(6.15) HH  =Zm
M

\ \ß     VJ      X'

The operators Hn  are derivations and

H (h  \ = \h™-n    if n < m'
nVm)      \0 otherwise.

The Schur functions.  These are the most interesting of all symmetric func-

tions, but from the point of view of binomial enumeration their theory is in an

unsatisfactory state. The polynomial e(A, X) counts column strict tableaux, that

is tableaux whose columns are strictly increasing when read down. Even the sym-

metry of e(A, X) is difficult to prove directly from this combinatorial definition

(see [16]).  Littlewood [8, Chapter VI] has proven that e satisfies the identities,

(6.16) e(A © B, X) =   Z g\ X1 e(A ß)t(B, v),

(6.17) e(A, ß)t(B, v)=yé J   \\*<A> ^

where the incidence coefficients g count a special class of column strict tableaux.

Thus e is a morph from N to  (Pn, g, g).  The proof of (16) and (17) given

by Littlewood involves many properties of the character table of the symmetric

groups. We shall not develop these here. The differential operators Ex were

first defined and applied by Foulkes [4].

7. Connection constants. The table below summarizes some facts concern-

ing the connection constants among the four basic classes of symmetric functions

within our present view.  Following §4 each set is itself a morphism. These con-

stants are of considerable combinatorial interest in their own right, but, in addi-

tion, it is through their study that we are able to prove identities relating the dif-

ferent classes of symmetric functions.
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Symbol Definition MorpTiism Combinatorial Interpretation

m(M, X) 2 m(M, X)ku (Pn, s, m) ~* (Pn, m, s) #matrices with row sums fi

and column sums X_

m(u, X) *K = 2 m(ii, X)kß (Pn, s, m) —» (Pn, m, s) #matrices of zeros and ones with

row sums ii, column sums X_

r(M, X) sx = 2   r(M, X)k„ (Pn, s, m) -» (Pn, 6, s) #matrices with one nonzero entry

per row, row sums u, column

sums x.

P(M, X) hx = 2 pO, X)S(i (Pn, ¿, s) -+ (Pn, m, s) cycle index of the symmetric

group SX = SX   ®SX   ©•

P(M, X) ax = 2 pOi, X)s)J (Pn, *, s) -* (Pn, m, s) sgn(M)p(/J, X)

t(M, X) ax = 2 t(p., X)h sgn(M)(#compositions of the multi-

partite number X using parts u)

(Pn, m, s) —► (Pn, m, s)

All our results concerning symmetric polynomials follow from the simple relations

(7.1) *n = k„,

(7.2) h„ =     Z    kx,
IIX||=«

(7.3) a„ = k

Let us begin by verifying the combinatorial interpretations of m, m, and r. We

have

m(u, X) = <tfM,hx> = <Kß, hKi\2-")

Z
»1,"2,-

m M     1 <K„ , hx ><*„ , h» > • •
ri   "2 " j     i»      2    x2

where  X = (X,, Xj, • • •), and we have used the Leibnitz formula for Kß  applied

to a product. This m[v   „M...]   is the m  multinomial coefficient and counts

the number of matrices with  \ß\  rows and  |X|  columns whose row sums are

the parts of u, while the nonzero elements of each column are the parts of the

corresponding v¡. Continuing,

m(u,X)=       Z       4       M     lAv      S      «AL,     Z       ¿„V"
'VW"       L"1      "2"J\ l|T!lil=Xl        A l|7,2ll = X2        7

s    4 " ]•
Hi'1ll=X1;l|i'2ll=X2;"-       L"i     "2      J

In view of the combinatorial interpretation of the incidence coefficients m, this

is the desired conclusion. Analogous arguments apply to m and r.
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It is clear that  m  is symmetric, m(/j, X) = m(X, u). To exploit this, fol-

lowing MacMahon, consider the operator M from  P to   P* defined by setting

M(kx) = Hx, and extending by linearity. Since the operators Hx  and the sym-

metric functions kx satisfy the same multiplication law, M is an algebra homo-

morphism.  Now by §4, we find M(hx) = ~Zß m(ß, X)Hß = Hß m(X, ß)Hß =

Kx.  It follows that to every identity among the functions h^, kx  there corre-

sponds the same identity among the operators Kx, Hx  and vice versa with the

letters 7f and '&' interchanged. The same analysis applies to  rñ, so there is a

similar homomorphism M: P^*P* with M(ax) = Kx  and M(kx) = Ax.

From (2) and (3) we thus deduce

(7-4) Kn~     Z    Hx,
IM««

(7-5> Kn=Ain.

Using (6.12) we find K 2 - K2 = A\ = 2A 2 + Ai = 2Ki + A2 or k2 =

a 2 - 2a2. Continuing in this way one may systematically invert m. In another

direction, following MacMahon,

An^m  = AnAxm  ~ An+ilm-l    +^n>1m'        «>1,

A\Km  = A\Axm  = A2>lm-l   + 0» + W^ + V

Therefore

An -A*.\*\   + ¿«-2*2  -••+(- ir-Ujjr..,   « (- l)"-1«^,

or

(7.6) (-l)»-'Bafr-klt-iM_laI +••• + (- »""'M,,.,.

It is not necessary to manipulate operators in this fashion to find identities.

Any identity involving ax, hx  and kx may be proven by expanding with respect

to one or another of these bases.  For example let us find an expression in terms

of kx for the nonalternating sum k„ +kn_,a! +* ' ' + ki a„_i.. We find that

(*x>    Z  a*k*-fc)=    Z   Z   "»r\l <Kß,kik) (K„,kn_k)

Í0   if X * (l\ n - k), 0 < k < n,

2   if X = (l\ n-k), k<n-2,

[n   if X = (ln);
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therefore

K  + k«-lal   +' ' • + K*n-1  - ™n = 2(kn  + kl,„-l   +• ' • + kin-2>2)-

For later use we state the analogous result for h:

(7.7) k„ +k„_1h1 +-"+k1h„_1 =nhn.

We can use M to define an inner product on   P,

(7-8) [/ g] = <Mf, g),      fgE P.

This amounts to setting  [hß, kv] = 6   „. This inner product is symmetric as a

consequence of the symmetry of m.

The connection constants r, while not symmetric, possess an important tri-

angular property.  Let  X, ß be partitions. We say X dominates ß, written

ß « X, whenever the parts of X when added together in suitable groups yield

the parts of u.  (When the order of the parts within each group is considered

important, this is called a composition of ß using the parts of X.)  From its

combinatorial interpretation, we deduce that r(u, X) is zero unless ß « X.

Passing now to connections among  sx, hx, and ax, we state the fundamen-

tal result

(7.9) nS„=Hn = (-\)"+lA„.

Since Sn = Sx p(n, \)HX = 2X p(n, X)A\, this is equivalent to

/».,«    í    w       j°> X # «,      _,    ...       Í0 X ¥= n,
(7.10) Pin. X) =  \m      x = n¡      p(n,X)={{_i)n+l^      ^J

To prove (10) we first note that as sx, ax  and h^  are homogeneous of degree

||X||, p(n, X) is zero unless n = ||X||. Using the morphism property of p, if X

is not a one part partition, then  X has a nontrivial separation X = Xt © X2,

with  |Xj|, |X2| < n, and p(n, X) = p(n, X,) + p(n, X2) = 0. The same argu-

ment applies to  p. To conclude, we must verify that  p(n, ri) = 1/n.  From (7),

K = sJn + n_1(s„_ihi +• ' ' + s,h„_,),

from which this conclusion follows, since the second term when expanded in terms

of s can only contain terms involving s^, where  I X| > 1  (see (6.5)). The same

argument applied to (6) concludes the proof of (10).

As an application of (9) we find a closed form for p(ju, X), ß = (¡ixß2

• ' • M,),
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p(ß, X) = (Sß, hx) = (SßiSß2---Sß    b

r*\ H»2
H„

•t

ß

ßi    ß2

ß\Tt(ß)
Z m

ßl     ß2'"ßr

<HV, hx)

.«A

m

ßl     ß2'''ßr

ß\n(ß).

In particular, p(ß, n) = l/u!7r(u) when  \\ß\\ = n, thus

(7.11) = z
llMll = ß\n(ß)

The differential operators provide in principle a tool for proving or disproving any

identity in the symmetric functions. We can expand both sides of any proposed

identity with respect to a convenient basis and check corresponding coefficients.

Such an expansion is always possible, for by using the product rules and Leibnitz

rules, such an expansion is reduced to the evaluation of terms of the form <Mß,

cx), where B is K, H, A  or S, and c is k, h, a, or s. These in turn can be

reduced using (4), (5) and (9) to terms of the form  <Bß, bx) = OßX. The final

expressions for the coefficients will involve summations and products of the inci-

dence coefficients m.  In practice, therefore, this device is limited by our know-

ledge of these incidence coefficients.

We conclude this section by verifying the combinatorial interpretations of

the coefficients p  and p.  Both of these are morphisms (Pn, s) —► (Pn, s);

that is they satisfy the identity (here stated for  p)

(7.12) p(M, X1©X2)=        Z       P(M,,X,)p(ju2, X^.
it=nl®n2

In addition, the cycle index of the symmetric groups Sx  satisfy the same identity

(equation (2.8)). Thus it suffices to verify the equality of p(ju, ") with the

cycle index of Sn. This in turn follows directly from equation (11). We can

now complete the formal derivation of Pólya's enumeration theorem begun in §3.

From our current standpoint, we see that the connection constants between the

shifts Ex of §3, Example 5 and the differential operators Pß  are just p(/¿, X).

These were inverted in §3 in order to express Pß  in terms of Ex.  Let q  stand
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for the inverse of p. Then Px = 1,ß q(ß, X)Eß, and also sx = 2^ q(ß, X)hx.

We must verify (,PX, f) = 2M q(ß, X)(.Eß, f) = sx (compare with equation

(3.10)). This now follows directly from {Eß, f) = f(Sß) = hß, which in turn is

a more or less direct consequence of the definition of /.

8. An umbral operator. Among all the operators on  P represented by the

connection constants of our table, only one is an umbral operator. This is the

operator  U defined by  Uhx = ax, whose matrix with respect to the hx  is t.

The operator  U is umbral because  U maps h to a morph a which uses the

same incidence coefficients (namely m) as h.  It follows that  U applied to any

morph yields a morph which uses the same incidence coefficients.

Consider first  U applied to sx. The result will yield another morph from

N to  (Pn, b, s) with the associated differential operators  USxU~l. By (7.9),

USnU'1 - (-l)n+iSn. Therefore, by (6.6), USxU~l = sgn(X),S\. Thus the

matrix of connection constants, which by §3 link Sx and  USxU~l, is diagonal

with diagonal elements sgn(X). The inverse matrix is clearly the same matrix,

thus we conclude that  U is its own inverse and

(8.1) Usx m sgn(X)sx.

The functions sx are then a complete set of eigenvectors for  U. Since  U ex-

changes two multiplicative bases, U is a homomorphism. It follows that in every

identity involving ax and hx we may exchange the two letters.  In the terminol-

ogy of §3, ax and hx  are each self-inverse with respect to the other.

An important property of the  sx  in this connection is their orthogonality

with respect to the inner product (6.8). This is established as follows.

K, sjj - |Z q("> ß)K Z r(t?, X)kJ = Z q(", &'(», *)•

But q(v, ß) is zero unless v >?> ju while t(v, X) is zero unless v « X; there-

fore if ju » X or if ju and X are incomparable, [sM, sx] = 0. Thus the sx

form an orthogonal basis with [sx, sx] = q(X, X)r(X, X). Using (2.9) and the

combinatorial interpretation of r, we find that q(X, X) = 7r(X), r(X, X) = X!.

Thus [sx, sx] = 7t(X)X!. It follows that the inner product is positive definite,

and  U is an isometry.

Consider now the images of kx under  U. Setting ix — Ukx we obtain

a morph from N to  (Pn, s, m). The connections between this new set of sym-

metric functions and the others are summarized by the relations F„ = H „ =
* ri i n

^HX|i=n ¿X' which follow immediately from (7.4) and (7.5). We also have fn =

U(kn) = U(sn) = (- l)"+1kn. The morphs f and k are each self-inverse with

respect to the other, and any identity involving them both remains an identity upon
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exchanging letters.  Also since A/(f„) = (- l)"+1M(k„) = (- \)n+iHn = An,

we must have M(fx) = Ax  and M(ax) = Fx. The functions fn  were first in-

vestigated by Doubilet [3].

Many of these connections among symmetric functions are summarized in

the properties of the symmetric functions dßX (ß, X G Pn) defined by

du x = ¿- t I k„ k„  • • • k„ .

where X = (X¡, X2, • • •, \). These were first discussed by MacMahon [9].

Among the functions d   x appear all the other classes of symmetric functions,

thm di»,\ = a*' dM.» = **' d*A = sx> 2m dM,x " hx-  Note that  dn,\  is

zero unless ß » X.  Expanding with respect to  k, we get dßX = 2„ ßdx vkv,

where

(A,p " z   4 M 14 ' 1
hW*w      J[l'~Vr\      L"l---"rJ

The coefficient ß6Xv counts the number of matrices with row sums v and

column sums X whose nonzero entries are the parts of ju. These coefficients

have a symmetry property (ß6x_ = M0„ ¡J and a diagonal property (/1öXl) = 0

unless ß » X, p).

From our point of view the most important property of dß x  is given by

the following identity:

(8.2) dM.x1ex2=  ^Z^ Vt^a-V

Thus d  is a morphism of (Pn, s) *— (Pn, s) (with values in  P rather than

real values). The proof of (2), as the reader will easily verify, depends only on

the property

■r    "    1 - s <L* IF "■ ]•[ H1
of the multinomial coefficients s, not on any property of the symmetric functions k.

The same identity (2) is satisfied by all connection constants between mul-

tiplicative bases (see (7.12)). The values of these connection constants, as we

have argued earlier, are determined by their values when X = n — \\ß\\.  In the

case of d these are d      — kß.  If Q is a shift invariant operator on  P, then

setting q(ß, X) = (Q, dß x) defines a real-valued morphism (Pn, s) *— (Pa s),

provided Q is a homomorphism of P. This follows by applying Q to (2) and
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taking inner products.  If we wish to represent a specific q  in this fashion; the

operator Q, which we may term the umbral representation of q, is determined by

(Q, kM> = q(ju, ri). The condition that Q be a homomorphism turns out to be

equivalent to q being a morphism from (Pn, m) to  (Pn, m).

Consider, in particular, the shift invariant operator  T defined in this way

by the connection constants t, T = 2ß t(ß, ri)Kß, n = \\ß\\. A closed form

for T may be found as follows,

M~\T) = Z t(M, n)M-\Kß) = Z t(u, ri)hß =  Z a„.
M M »

Hence T = Af(2„ a„) = 2„ Fn. We now establish the important identity

(8-3) Kn - Kn_.F. +••• + (- 1)«F   = |7   if " = °>
"***   * *"     }    "       10   if n > 0.

This follows from computing

\\\ß\\ = n-k I
FkKn-k - *'

MI = n;llMll = «-* 1*     W 11x11 = « W

so that

±(-l)kFkKn-k=     Z     ̂ Z(-Ofcft)={o*
fc=0 11x11 = « k YV ^u>

n =0,

n < 0.

From (3) we obtain the familiar identity hn - hn_lal +••• + (- l)"an = 60n

by applying M.   More important in the present context, we have from (3),

T = (/ + F, + F2 +•••) = //(/- AT, + Jf2-)

= / + (/:! - a:2 +•••)+ (^ - *2 + • • -)2 +• • •

= Z sgn(ß)b(ß)Kß.
p

Thus t(u, «) = sgn(u)Z?(/i), n = ||/4|.

9. Two problems.  The Schur functions possess the most interesting connec-

tion constants, for  sx = 2    X\M^eu> where  x&     Is tne character table of the

symmetric groups.  It would, therefore, be very interesting to find a purely com-

binatorial proof of (6.16) and (6.17). Then the techniques of §§7 and 8 could

be used to derive theorems about the characters.  For example, the Schur func-

tions also turn out to be an orthogonal basis for   P, and this implies the usual
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orthogonality relations for  X\^- The same ideas would almost certainly lead to a

parallel development of the Hall polynomials (see [6] ) leading in turn to the

character theory of the finite general linear groups. The connection constants be-

tween the Hall polynomials and  sx  are essentially the polynomials Qq(K, p)

defined by Green and proven by him to satisfy an identity of binomial type [6,

p. 420].
We must mention also the work of Andrews [1], who has developed a theory

for the solutions of the identity

(9.1) p„(x + y) = Z (I) q*in-k)PKQc)P„-k{y),

where pn  is a polynomial of degree n  in qx  and  (".)    are the Gaussian coef-

ficients.  Our theory does not apply due to the appearance of x  in the incidence

coefficient  (k)qqx('"~k\ The generalization of Andrews' result in the direction

of this paper would have a flavor analogous to the theory of projective representa-

tions in the theory of group representations.  Such a generalization would apply

not only to polynomial sequences satisfying (1), but also to Stanley's generating

functions  W(s, P) (s E Z, P G P)   [15, p. 23 and following, especially p. 38],

and the Ore polynomials [11] which we conjecture satisfy a similar identity.

Index of Principal Identities

Identity Page

(A) associativity 2

(A') associativity for the second pair of incidence coefficients —

(B) binomial identity 4

(B') double morph definition 19

(D) definition of differential operators 8

(D') dual action of  P on  P* 19

y    connection between shifts and differential operators 8—9, 20-21

(F)i
(F') connection between the dual action and multiplication operators     21

(G) connection of shifts and inner product 9, 20

(H) Hopf identity 20

(I) inverse identity 20

(L)\
(L')l
(M) multiplication rule for differential operators 8

(M') multiplication rule for p 19

(N) negative shift identity 21

(P) product rule for shifts 8, 21

(S) definition of shifts 8

Leibnitz rules 20
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